Volunteer Agreement

As an Alzheimer’s Research UK volunteer, I agree to:

- Support and respect Alzheimer’s Research UK (ARUK) values, policies, guidelines and ways of operating.
- Act responsibly and within the law, considering and upholding ARUK’s good reputation in my actions and conduct.
- Keep in regular liaison with my staff contact, raising any concerns I may have with my role.
- Read the policies, procedures and guidance documents I am given to provide the highest quality of volunteering in my role.
- Operate in partnership with other volunteers, staff and the general public; respecting the confidentiality of those I volunteer alongside.
- Keep ARUK informed about any changes in personal circumstances that may affect my volunteering.
- Pay into the correct charity account any funds I raise or receive for Alzheimer’s Research UK as soon as possible.
- Maintain and uphold the good name of ARUK and be a good ambassador when conveying the Charity aims to the general public.
- Ensure I am legally entitled and properly trained to safely drive any vehicle I use in the course of my volunteering.

NB. This agreement is in honour only and is not intended to be a legally binding contract of employment.